P-BOb LIMERICKS – Part II
Stephen L. Bakke – November 8, 2009
Limericks have been a source of humor and satire “forever.” Here are some of my recent
creations. There are also some anonymous ones from readers or off the internet. First are
my limericks in green, followed by friends contributions in red and others in blue. It‟s a
work in progress, so please send more in.
______________________
By SB:
We‟ve been listening a lot to the Prez
What he‟s doing and all of the jazz.
But he‟s talking too much
„bout transforming and such
When the economy‟s about what he should “sez”.
Obama, with Nancy and Harry
Plan to transform so to make us all merry.
Especially health care
Its high costs us to spare
But the details still make us all wary.
Our congress led by Nancy and Reid
Say that business is all filled up with greed.
But look at new institutions
Czars and other solutions
Compared to them business “done” a good deed.
Barack, in the chair he was sittin‟
Pretendin‟ that sleep he was gittin‟
From the kitchen he heard
“Come help here you nerd –
Right now dude, or soon I‟ll be hittin‟.”
The Obama‟s first visit to Camp David
Was interrupted by a caller, voice labored.
“UAW reps are here
Even sittin‟ in your chair.
Can I kick out, even tho‟ they‟re most favored?”
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By Drew Summerville
Our impetuous young prez, how they loved 'im.
But with his moves, our heads we be coverin'.
With those impatient blunders,
And falling poll numbers,
Just stop the campaign and be govern-in'.

By other “political poets”:
Boston Harbor has seen a discord
Over taxes we could not afford.
Now, question remains:
Under current constraints,
What or whom do we throw overboard?
If there‟s one thing Obama knows
It‟s that Gitmo prison must close.
But the only hitch
In making this pitch
Is where do we lock up our foes?
The Dems have made it their mission
To stamp out all opposition.
They loudly proclaim
It‟s Bush you should blame!
Let‟s have us a full inquisition.
We all know that he was the One.
The man with the post partisan pun.
But congressional leaders
Turned true disbelievers
When he told them: “It‟s my way, I won.”
__________________
I extend thanks, as always, to the many writers, commentators, researchers, and others, from all political
extremes, whose hard work helps me greatly. They gather details and present much information. About all
I do is gather, organize, summarize, and attempt to fill in with comments – commonly referred to as my
frequent “RANTS”.
More comments will follow on important topics and personal thoughts as our President battles through
tough territory. I want to join other conservatives in recognizing and respecting our new President – and
supporting him when we should.
But when we oppose our President‟s policies, we should act in
accordance with values of decency – but that doesn‟t preclude a healthy dose of sarcasm and satire, which
are valuable tools for political commentary.
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